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Company comments 

 

Persimmon (PSN, 2,362p, £7533m)  

UK number three housebuilder by volume, top by market cap. Appointment of new CEO. Dean Finch 

announced as designate Group Chief Executive, succeeding David Jenkinson, who announced in February 

2020 that he wished to step down once a suitable successor had been identified. He is expected to take the 

role at the end of the year. Finch, 53, has been the CEO of National Express since 2010 and before that 

Group Chief Executive of Tube Lines and Group Finance Director and Group COO at First Group. Viewpoint: 

unless I’m mistaken, he is not only the only non-housebuilder to take the top job but the only one not to 

‘work up the ranks’ at Persimmon. Could this be further evidence of the group’s ongoing attempts to 

rehabilitate its damaged political and media image?  

 

Crest Nicholson Holdings (CRST, 251p, £644m) 

South East focused mixed tenure housebuilder. HY (Apr) results. Units -35%, 775; open market prices, exc 

bulk sales, -17% £344k; rev -52%, £240k;  adj PBT -93%, £4.5m; loss before tax £51.2m after £55.7m of 

exceptionals; div previously cancelled (11.2p). Net assets £808m (£861m); net debt £93m (£68m); including 

land creditors, £317m (£260m). Exceptionals include £43m inventory impairment. First two months trading 

depressed by run-up to Election, final two months by Covid-19. Current trading: “While we have been 



encouraged by the improvement in the trading environment in recent weeks  …” it remains a highly 

uncertain operating environment. Actions: deferred the planned opening of an additional division and 

targeting further reductions in overheads. Outlook: FY20 net cash expected to be higher than FY19 (£37m, 

£179m net debt after land creditors). Along with potential access to currently undrawn CCFF, “the Group 

believes it has sufficient and diverse sources of financing to operate in potentially more challenging market 

conditions”. FY adj PBT guidance reinstated, to £35 - 45m (2019, £121m). Viewpoint: it looks like relatively 

new management team has inherited rather more than it expected. 

 

St Modwen Properties (SMP, 353p, £785m)  

Urban regeneration developer operating in housing, logistics and land promotion. HY (May) trading update. 

“Whilst near-term visibility remains low, recent trading has been ahead of our expectations and the long 

term structural growth drivers in our two key markets, residential and industrial/logistics, remain positive”. 

Current trading: In Industrial & Logistics, occupier interest “has remained resilient”; 2019 completions are 

now 74% let or under offer (Feb 2020: 58%) and 2020 pipeline is 53% let or under offer (Feb 2020: 18%), 

with around half of these new letting deals agreed during lockdown. St Modwen Homes – completions -32%, 

280; since site reopening our sales rate has been well ahead of [March], “although we are mindful this could 

slow later in the year as pent-up demand is satisfied”. Finances: See-through net borrowings increased by 

£14m to the end of May to £360m, including £35m share of the cash held on deposit in JV. Portfolio could 

withstand a c. 40% fall in value from November 2019 levels before closest LTV covenant is reached; interest 

cover covenants amended, with no impact on interest cost, meaning it could withstand “a very material fall 

in housing sales volumes and prices and a loss of the majority of retail rent until the end of 2021”. Outlook: 

The disruption from Covid-19 will lead to a reduction in housebuilding profits and retail rent in the first half 

of 2020, which is expected to reduce adjusted EPRA earnings to c. £4-5m (H1 2019: £16.2m). A reduction in 

the valuation is expected in residual retail assets and surplus residential land. HY results due 22 July. 

 

Aukett Swanke Group (AUK, 2p, £3m) 

UK’s only quoted architect, active in UK, Middle East and Europe. HY (Mar) results. Rev +1%, £7.4m; PBT  

£136k (loss, £371k); net debt, pre-IFRS 16, £11k (HY 19, £199k nzet cash; YE 19, £820k). Trading: UK: “New 

instructions with new clients will be sparse for a while … We have taken temporary cost reductions into our 

business model and have reduced salaries across the board in order to limit the forward position as much as 

possible”. Middle East: “There is a dearth of new and larger instructions. Given the steep fall in the oil price, 

little or no tourism … we see this geography taking some time to recover and as such we have re-structured 

our three operations to assume a much lower level of income in the aftermath of Covid-19”. Outlook: “At 

this stage it is impractical to predict with any certainty how the year will end. We nevertheless remain 

confident that we have the right business model and that we have taken pro-active steps to protect the 

business from the obvious uncertainties in our markets”. 
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